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LAND ASSET SALES PROGRAM 

This report has been prepared for submission to Parliament under the provisions of section 
25 of the Auditor General Act 2006. 

Performance audits are an integral part of the overall audit program. They seek to provide 
Parliament with assessments of the effectiveness and efficiency of public sector programs 
and activities, and identify opportunities for improved performance. 

This audit assessed how well the Department of Lands has prepared and begun to 
implement the Land Assets Sales Program, announced by government in September 2014.  

Overall, the program has made a good start; sound processes and governance 
arrangements are in place and, if followed, should produce a good outcome. The report 
provides recommendations that will assist with successful implementation of the program. 

I would like to acknowledge the cooperation of the staff at the agencies included in this audit. 

 

 
COLIN MURPHY  
AUDITOR GENERAL 
6 April 2016 
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Auditor General’s overview 

Government owns 92% of the state’s land mass and holds over 140,000 
land titles. Not surprisingly, the Government’s need for its property is not 
static. Priorities change for a range of reasons so making the best use of 
government property assets, but also with a view to future requirements, is 
essential. In late 2014, the Government introduced a new program for 
identifying and managing the sale of surplus property – the Land Asset 
Sales Program. 

Traditionally, we assess government programs after they have been in progress for some 
time. But sometimes it makes sense to audit a program at or close to its outset so as to 
identify issues before they become problematic. That is what we have done with the Land 
Asset Sales Program. 

Our overall view is that the program has made a good start. Importantly, sound processes 
and governance arrangements are in place, which, if followed, should produce a good 
outcome for the taxpayer. With the additional public reporting I have recommended, 
Parliament and the public should be able to monitor the program’s implementation and 
results. I will likewise monitor progress and hope that the good start leads to successful 
implementation. 
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Executive summary 

Introduction 

This audit assessed how well the Department of Lands (DoL) has prepared and begun to 
implement a new Land Assets Sales Program (LASP), announced by government in 2014.  

The audit assessed whether the Department of Lands has a rigorous method of picking 
which land assets will be sold and the time for sale, whether it evaluates the options of how 
to best prepare lands for sale onto the market and if it conducts individual sales effectively. 

Background 

The Western Australian (WA) Government is the largest landholder in the state, owning 92% 
of the state, or 232 million hectares. DoL reports its estimated value at $73.7 billion, based 
on Australian Bureau of Statistics figures. The remaining 8% (20 million hectares) is private 
freehold property. In 2014, government held more than 140,000 titles on the Government 
Property Register. Government uses lands in many ways, including sites for delivery of 
government services, as reserves, for conservation, for pastoral leases, as Crown land 
leased for the use and benefit of Aboriginal inhabitants and as leases for timber and mining. 

As services change over time, so do government’s property needs, meaning there will 
always be some assets surplus to requirements. Government must constantly review what it 
holds so that it provides the most benefit to the people of WA. This means balancing 
competing priorities, including social benefit, financial return, conservation and planning for 
future service provision. 

Under the Land Administration Act 1997, the Minister for Lands is responsible for managing 
government lands and reporting land sales to Parliament and the public. This responsibility is 
exercised by DoL including: 

 administering leases, licences, easements, access to land 

 managing and allocating lands held in reserve 

 acquiring land  

 developing a coordinated and targeted approach to the state’s real property  

 meeting the state’s responsibilities under the Contaminated Sites Act 2003. 

In September 2014, the Premier and Minister for Lands announced LASP as a new way to 
identify, evaluate and manage surplus land assets. At the launch, Government listed 20 key 
properties for sale, said that LASP should return $250 million to the state, which it said it 
would use to reduce state debt.  

A Premier’s Circular in 2015 outlined the key principles of the program: 

 the state is the owner of all government real property assets 

 assets are to be used at their highest and best use 

 assets are to be made available for core agency business 

 DoL will develop and coordinate a program of land asset sales. 

LASP replaced the Property Asset Clearing House (PACH), also administered by DoL. At the 
time of changeover, there were 136 properties at various stages of sale that had been 
identified by agencies as surplus. Under PACH, responsibility to identify and prepare surplus 
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property for sale rested largely with agencies. Some agencies, including government trading 
entities (GTEs), could sell freehold properties and manage the funds themselves. Agencies 
paid the costs of preparing properties for sale. DoL handled the sale of properties on crown 
land, but only after agencies informed it that properties were surplus and for sale.  

Under LASP, agencies are required to work with DoL to identify surplus properties. DoL 
takes a central coordinating role, manages crown land sales and now has funds to prepare 
properties for sale. Freehold properties can still be sold by general agencies, but proceeds 
must return to government. All general government agencies are required to participate in 
LASP. GTEs are not required but are encouraged to participate in LASP.  

Audit conclusion 

The Department of Lands (DoL) has made good progress and is managing the planning and 
implementing of the Land Asset Sales Program (LASP) well. 

LASP provides a robust framework for identifying, assessing and, where appropriate, selling 
surplus government properties and for managing the overall government property portfolio. 
Notably, it increases the accountability of agencies to identify surplus properties by requiring 
them to justify their property holdings. However, DoL has not worked out how it will assess 
these property justifications. Nor has it finalised how this information will feed into the whole-
of-government property register. 

Since the introduction of LASP, 48 properties have been sold, all of which were identified as 
surplus prior to the new process being implemented. All sales met the existing requirements, 
and 3 of them, which were identified by Cabinet, received rigorous assessment using LASP 
processes to ensure that sale rather than alternative use was the best option for government. 

There is no definitive estimate of the value of sales under LASP, but it is likely to exceed 
$400 million. However, the overall return to government will depend on market forces at the 
time and the currently unknown cost of preparing sites for sale.  

Key findings 

 Since 2014, DoL has listed 144 properties for consideration or sale under LASP. There 
is no definitive estimate of the total value of these properties, but it is likely to exceed 
$400 million. Seventy-one of these properties were identified by Cabinet and DoL 
under LASP; 73 came through existing PACH processes. 

 At February 2016, 48 properties had been sold under LASP, although none of these 
were identified as surplus using the LASP process. The total value of these sales was 
$107 million. All sales were conducted according to the requirements at the time. In 
3 cases this involved increased oversight from new LASP processes.  

 LASP is utilising robust governance arrangements to identify and manage surplus land 
assets:  

o The Land Asset Management Advisory Group (LAMAG) informs the Minister for 
Lands on the status of properties, alternative uses and options for disposal. 
Chaired by the Director General of DoL, it includes the directors general from 
major property focused and central government agencies and meets regularly. 
This provides strong oversight, and helps ensure that the Minister is well informed 
when making major property decisions. 

o Treasury and DoL are developing a new module of the Strategic Asset 
Management Framework (SAMF) to integrate LASP. This should give strong 
guidance to all agencies, and build cohesion in dealing with surplus properties. 
The module is expected to be approved by mid-2016. 
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o Government has committed $8.3 million in both 2015-16 and 2016-17 to support 
LASP through a dedicated divestment fund. The fund is an incentive for agencies 
to comply with LASP, because it pays for costs that previously fell to agencies. At 
the same time, the $8.3 million limit reduces the risk of government over-investing 
in preparation. DoL does not expect it will use the full amount in the first year. The 
divestment fund can be used for activities that progress land toward divestment.  

o DoL has developed a secure online LASP portal where agencies must report on 
all properties they occupy, bid for surplus property and report on any freehold 
property sales made. Once fully utilised, the portal will provide detailed data on 
the state’s property holdings that can be analysed by DoL. 

 DoL is formalising processes to enable effective identification, assessment and sale of 
surplus properties, though aspects of these are still to be finalised: 

o There is now a start-to-finish LASP Handbook for DoL staff and participating 
agencies. It covers all key stages from identifying properties to assessing surplus 
properties for potential use and selling properties.  

o The new process for identifying surplus property is more demanding and 
meticulous. Where once agencies voluntarily reported property they considered 
surplus to their requirements, now they must justify why they still need every 
property. The first use of this new approach is expected in 2016-17 when it should 
give a more complete picture across the sector. DoL does not have the capacity 
to review each agency submission in detail, nor to review all agency assertions on 
their need for properties. At this stage DoL plans to use the budget process to 
check agency assertions and identify surplus or underutilised assets. Getting this 
right will be important to ensuring the long-term integrity of the process.  

o DoL has rigorous and comprehensive processes for assessing the best use of 
surplus properties. This can include transferring to another agency, holding the 
property for future use or selling. Senior DoL staff are involved in these decisions, 
though properties considered high risk because of their value, cost of sale or 
political sensitivities are referred to LAMAG for assessment.  

o There is now clearer and more comprehensive guidance on how properties are to 
be sold. Generally, agencies are now expected to use DoL to sell properties. 
Agencies with the legal authority and capacity to use alternative sale mechanisms 
must nevertheless advise DoL of the sale price. These changes mean that DoL is 
better informed about whole of sector activity and market considerations. 

 DoL’s public reporting of property sale information is minimal and needs improvement. 
DoL is yet to decide how it will make information on the sale price and cost of property 
sales publicly available. Currently, the public LASP website only gives general 
information about properties.  

 Reducing State debt is a key objective of LASP. Revenue from land sales flows into the 
consolidated account and can help offset current or future debt. Treasury and Lands 
are seeking to ensure that the full revenue from land sales moves into the consolidated 
account. Treasury have advised us that the LASP accounting guidance and SAMF 
module will cover tracking land sales net revenue to debt reduction. 
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Recommendations 

The Department of Lands should, by December 2016: 

1. agree with Landgate on any process changes to keep the Government Property 
Register up to date following impacts of LASP  

2. determine mechanisms and criteria for reviewing agency property needs 
assertions 

3. finalise what information it requires from agencies and GTEs about preparation 
costs for land sales and when it requires it 

4. finalise what information is required from its agents (e.g. LandCorp, estate 
agents) and when, including sales revenue and preparation costs  

5. ensure that agencies understand the information they must provide to the 
Department of Lands regarding occupied and surplus property 

6. report on its website, after the completion of sale, the property valuation, sale 
price and cost of sale for each property sold. 

By December 2017:  

7. conduct a full formal review of the impact and effectiveness of the Land Asset 
Sales Program. 

The Department of Treasury should, by December 2016: 

8. finalise the new SAMF LASP module, and work with DoL and LAMAG to 
promote agency compliance   

9. finalise accounting processes to support LASP, in consultation with the 
Department of Lands. 
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Agency responses 

Department of Lands 

The Department of Lands (DoL) is pleased with the outcome of the audit and associated 
recommendations. DoL appreciates the recognition of the successful elements and 
acknowledges the improvements necessary to mature the program. 

DoL has already commenced a number of the recommendations and observations made in 
the review, including the establishment of assessment processes and gathering of 
information from Agencies.  

A strategic priority for the Department is to establish and continually improve processes 
and practices that optimises the use and value of the State’s land asset portfolio, whilst 
also prioritising the transaction efficiency and revenue forecasting associated with the 
divestment of 598 land assets currently registered on the LASP portal.  

The success of the LASP is dependent on whole of Government support and application, 
as well as the Department’s capacity and capability to progress land assets through to 
market or to reallocate assets for reuse elsewhere within government.  

Department of Treasury 

Treasury welcomes the Audit of the Land Asset Sales Program (LASP) and agrees with 
the positive appraisal of the leadership and management of the program by the 
Department of Lands. 

Treasury is working with the Department of Lands through the Land Asset Management 
Advisory Group to complete a high-level policy module on the LASP for inclusion in the 
Government’s Strategic Asset Management Framework (SAMF). 

In combination with the Premier’s Circular 2015-06, the SAMF module will complete the 
suite of policy guidance required to promote LASP participation, for which primary 
responsibility rests with the agencies involved. 

Western Australian Land Authority (LandCorp) 

The Western Australian Land Authority (LandCorp) appreciates the work undertaken by 
staff from the Office of the Auditor General and accepts the key findings of the Land Asset 
Sales Program Performance Report. 

LandCorp recognises that the Land Asset Sales Program is challenging and there is a 
need for a more transparent reporting structure of the properties involved in the disposal 
process. 

LandCorp is prepared to assist the Department of Lands in achieving the report's findings 
and continuing to support the Land Asset Sales Program. 

Western Australian Land Information Authority (Landgate) 

Landgate accepts Recommendation 1 where "The Department of Lands should, by June 
2016 agree with Landgate on any process changes to keep the Government Property 
Register up to date following impacts of LASP and the new module of the Strategic Asset 
Management Framework (SAMF)". 

The Government Property Register (GPR) is a valuation system containing land and 
building attributes, maintained by the Government Asset Section of Landgate and 
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reconciled against the Register of Titles. Land title is the primary source of ownership and 
legal description and this forms the basis of our valuation reporting process. 

Agencies are reminded annually when supplied with their extract of the GPR, to notify the 
Government Asset section of Landgate of any changes that may have occurred throughout 
the year that will impact on the accuracy of the fair value assessment provided, including 
property acquisitions or transfers, together with new buildings, additions and demolitions.  

Similarly, Landgate supports the recommendation that all property related information 
collated as part of the LASP is provided through to the Government Asset section of 
Landgate where the relevant information can be updated within the GPR accordingly. 
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Audit focus and scope 

The objective of this performance audit was to assess how effectively the Department of 
Lands is implementing the Land Asset Sales Program (LASP). It focused on the following 
lines of inquiry: 

1. Does the Department of Lands have a rigorous method of picking which land assets 
will be sold and when? 

2. Does Department of Lands evaluate the options of how to best prepare lands for sale 
prior to releasing them to market? 

3. Does Department of Lands conduct individual sales effectively? 

We used both quantitative and qualitative methods, including interviewing staff and 
examining policies, strategies, plans and processes at: 

 Department of Lands 

 Department of Treasury 

 Western Australian Land Authority (LandCorp) 

 Western Australian Land Information Authority (Landgate). 

In particular, we: 

 assessed the comprehensiveness of the LASP Handbook 

 inspected government and departmental policies on disposal and reallocation of 
government owned properties 

 examined terms of sale documents for properties already sold 

 attended meetings where alternative uses and sale of surplus properties were 
discussed. 

This audit did not examine in detail how each of the initial 20 properties was selected for sale 
or how the estimated sale prices were calculated as in both cases these were agreed by 
Cabinet and the Department of Treasury.  

We conducted this broad scope performance audit under section 18 of the Auditor General 
Act 2006 and in accordance with Australian Auditing and Assurance Standards. Performance 
audits primarily focus on the effective management and operation of agency programs and 
activities. The approximate cost of tabling this report is $305,450. 
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Audit findings 

DoL has made a good start to implementing LASP  

Introducing a new centralised whole-of-government approach to managing land assets is a 
significant challenge. To give it the best chance of success, we expected to find: 

 strong governance, including external oversight and internal organisational and 
technical support 

 comprehensive and formalised processes across the whole process of property 
decisions 

 clear and comprehensive information management and public reporting. 

Up to February 2016, DoL had listed 144 properties on the LASP website. None of these had 
come through the new request/assertion process (see page 11). Seventy-three were either 
already listed under PACH, or were added after agencies advised DoL of properties they no 
longer needed. Government and DoL separately identified a further 71 properties to be 
included under LASP:  

 Cabinet selected 20 properties in 2014 to launch LASP (Appendix 1). Some of these 
were already identified by agencies and being prepared for sale. The rest were well-
known options for sale, often due to previous major policy decisions. Initial preliminary 
estimates suggest these 20 properties could raise more than $300 million, although the 
final amount will depend on market forces at the time of sale and yet to be known costs 
of sale. 

 In 2015 DoL selected a further 51 properties with an estimated value of $100 million. 
Twenty-six of these predated the LASP process and agencies had identified them as 
surplus. The other 25 came from a DoL review of all surplus properties on the 
Government Property Register. The review focused on properties expected to sell 
quickly for close to or in excess of their market valuation.  

So far, there have been few new sales and little income 
from outside government  

Forty-eight properties have sold for a total of $107 million under LASP since 2014, of which 
31 sold for more than $100,000. Six sales were from the 71 high value or ‘quick win’ 
properties named by Cabinet and DoL, and totalled $61 million. Four of these had a total 
sales price of $26 million that will go to the consolidated account. Two were sales by GTEs 
worth $35 million, and proceeds remain with them.  

The 6 high value or ‘quick win’ properties sold so far are:  

 the former headquarters of the Potato Marketing Corporation, which sold in November 
2015. LAMAG considered this property (because of the expected high cost to prepare it 
for sale) and endorsed its sale to LandCorp. DoL and LandCorp are still negotiating the 
preparation costs, which should fall between $1.5 million and $3 million. The sale price 
of the property was $4.4 million. 

 the Kaleeya Hospital site was held by the Department of Health in freehold. The sale in 
November 2015 did not involve DoL, although the assessment did. Health appointed 
LandCorp to arrange the sale, using experts in hospital sales. The property sold on the 
open market in 2 lots, and netted $17.9 million (after $330,000 in costs). This exceeded 
its valuation by $4 million. Sale proceeds went to the consolidated account.   
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 the site of the former East Wanneroo Primary School. DoL was responsible as it was 
crown land. The decision to sell was made by the PACH Steering Committee in 2013. 
The property sold at market value of $3.7 million to the Housing Authority in October 
2014 for affordable housing. Sale proceeds went to the consolidated account.  

 28 hectares of land owned by Western Power in Forrestfield, which sold for $34.5 
million in 2016. As a GTE, this sale did not involve DoL, and the funds remain with 
Western Power.  

 a residence owned by the Water Corporation in Swan View which sold for $480,000. 
The funds remain with the Water Corporation. 

 a small freehold lot in Merredin owned by the WA Country Health Service sold for 
$25,000, about $15,000 under the initial estimate. Sale proceeds went to the 
consolidated account.  

DoL has appointed LandCorp to handle more than half of the freehold properties for sale, 
including 13 of the initial 20 properties for sale. It has also appointed LandCorp to handle at 
least 26 of the next 51 properties identified for sale.  

There is comprehensive governance and support  

The governance arrangements that existed under the PACH system have been enhanced 
under LASP to ensure high-level oversight and technical and DoL organisational support. 
Key groups have clear responsibilities to provide oversight, and a combination of processes, 
guidance and tools should enable agencies to understand and engage with LASP and for 
DoL to deliver a strong centralised program approach. 

The Premier’s Land Asset Sales Group oversees the asset sales process and includes the 
Premier, the Treasurer, the Minister for Lands and the Minister for Finance. The Economic 
and Expenditure Reform Committee of Cabinet also has an oversight role. 

The Land Asset Management Advisory Group (LAMAG) assesses key points in the sale of 
major assets and recommends next steps to the Minister. The group is chaired by the 
Director General of DoL and includes the Chief Executive Officers (or their delegates) of the 
Departments of Finance, Housing, Planning, Treasury and Premier and Cabinet plus 
LandCorp, Landgate, the Metropolitan Redevelopment Authority, State Heritage Office and 
the WA Planning Commission.  

Treasury, in consultation with DoL, is developing a new SAMF module covering LASP. This 
module will: 

 clearly show that both DoL and Treasury view LASP as an important part of asset 
management 

 clarify and explain the LASP approach to agencies 

 reinforce the link between net land sale proceeds and the reduction of state debt. 

Finalisation and approval of the module is expected by the end of the 2015-16 financial year. 
DoL has been developing the draft LASP accounting guidance in consultation with Treasury. 
However, Treasury will take the lead in order to ensure completion before the end of this 
financial year. This guidance will ensure that there is consistency and visibility of sales 
transactions. 

Government has provided DoL with a dedicated divestment fund of $8.3 million per year for 
2015-16 and 2016-17, to cover costs of preparing properties for sale. In the past, agencies 
had to fund the cost of preparing a property for sale, which was a disincentive to identify 
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property as surplus. The fund should remove that disincentive while also providing a 
spending constraint which reduces the risk of over-investing in preparation.  

On 1 December 2015, DoL launched an online portal to manage land assets. The portal is a 
secure, web-based platform that will provide a dashboard for agencies to view details of all 
their current properties, all properties listed for divestment and any properties in which they 
have registered an interest.  

Access to the portal is limited to senior agency staff and nominated property managers. 
Agencies will need to access the portal to: 

 submit new surplus or underutilised assets 

 view the status of the divestment process for listed assets 

 update asset information, including details from sale 

 register an interest in properties listed as surplus.  

DoL established a dedicated Land Assets Management Unit in July 2014, with representation 
on the department’s executive group.  

DoL has finalised most but not all of its processes 

New processes are easier to introduce when they are formalised, comprehensive and clearly 
described. DoL has done this well, building and improving on the PACH predecessor. The 
new process covers the 3 main steps in managing land assets changes – identifying surplus 
properties, assessing their best use, and where appropriate selling them.  

Each step is now more transparent and coordinated, and the assessment process is 
particularly strong. However, more work needs to be done on when DoL will process agency 
identification information; share that information with Landgate; and in reporting outcomes 
and costs.  

DoL has developed a specific LASP Handbook, which includes all the relevant process 
steps, authorities, outputs and outcomes. This promotes consistency and transparency 
across the process. The Handbook is a start-to-finish guide that has formalised the 
previously informal processes and made key steps more rigorous.  

Identifying surplus properties  

Once implemented, the new process for identifying surplus property will be an improvement 
on previous processes and will give DoL a clearer picture of whole of sector activity.  

However, 2 important risks remain: 

 LASP still relies on agencies self-identifying surplus properties. Under the new process, 
DoL will annually seek information from agencies, requiring them to advise why they 
need their existing properties and to identify any that are surplus. DoL has not yet 
established what information or criteria it will use to review these assertions and could 
not say when it will be done. Testing the validity of agency assertions will be important 
to the integrity of LASP. 

 DoL has not established how it will transfer the property information it receives from 
agencies to the Government Property Register. Currently, the Register contains details 
on around 145,000 properties. Landgate is responsible for maintaining the Register, but 
the information DoL plans to collect must be included to keep it up-to-date and relevant 
as a record of all government property holdings. Reviewing the Register is another part 
of DoL’s ongoing procedure for identifying surplus properties. 
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Assessing best use 

DoL has established a strong and comprehensive process to assess the best uses for 
surplus properties (Figure 1). The process is risk-based, has clear criteria, and helps ensure 
that the Minister and his delegated decision-makers are aware of the risks associated with all 
surplus properties. All of the first 20 sites assigned to LASP were assessed rigorously.  

The biggest improvement in the new process is the role of LAMAG. This group of agency 
CEOs (or their delegates) generally consider assets of high value, highly constrained 
properties and those that DoL requests it consider, for reasons including risk. LAMAG also 
sets land sale policy. LAMAG must also assess all properties that meet any of the following 
criteria: 

 the land is valued at $5 million or more 

 the total estimated cost to prepare the property for sale is $500,000 or more 

 the property is considered to be politically sensitive. 

We found that LAMAG met regularly, received sound information from DoL on each property, 
and gave strong consideration and reasoned advice to the Minister of Lands where 
appropriate.  

As Figure 1 shows, the process does not merely default to sale. DoL first lists surplus 
properties on the LASP portal so agencies may express an interest in the property. If an 
agency shows interest, and LAMAG supports the idea, the property is transferred to the new 
agency. As an example, the former Shenton Park Hospital site was transferred to LandCorp 
to redevelop, although the final price is still being negotiated.   

 

Source: DoL, adapted by OAG 

Figure 1: Assessment for best use 

Each property undergoes 2 specific assessments to provide support for decision-makers. 
Our testing confirmed that these occur as intended.  

The first of these is an asset summary that checks for any major constraints to selling the 
property, such as zoning restrictions or deeds of indenture. Then DoL applies a detailed Multi 
Criteria Assessment Tool (MCAT) to determine the severity of any constraints. MCAT also 
helps prioritise whether properties should be sent to LAMAG, or if action should cease. 

LAMAG also considers the likely cost of preparing properties for sale. Costs can include 
decontamination, planning changes, sub-dividing and demolition. LAMAG can also consider 
the benefits of selling to government development agencies like LandCorp. Selling to 
government development bodies is decided case-by-case, with various reasons existing for 
keeping property in public hands while it is developed.  
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Selling surplus property 

The LASP Handbook sets out clear steps for selling surplus government property and testing 
showed that these steps are followed.  

The key differences between the previous processes and the LASP sale processes is the 
intent to centralise government property sales. DoL remains the only selling agency for 
Crown lands but now should also be informed of all other government property sales, 
including sales by GTEs.  

We looked at 3 sales of LASP properties that DoL has managed. Although 2 of these 
properties were identified as surplus before the commencement of LASP, their sale was 
nevertheless done under the LASP process. Under this new sale process, when DoL sells 
property, it must: 

 remove any physical, environmental or legal impediments to sale (known as 
deconstraining)  

 obtain a valuation for the property  

 choose whether to sell to the commercial market or to government development 
agencies (such as LandCorp or the Metropolitan Redevelopment Authority) 

 select a real estate agent  

 negotiate with potential customers 

 conclude the property sale and transfer the property to buyers  

 remit sale proceeds to the consolidated account.  

Agencies and GTEs who own freehold property are entitled to sell the property themselves 
but are encouraged to use DoL. If they sell the property themselves, they are not bound by 
the LASP sale process. Agencies, but not GTEs, are required to inform DoL of sale details. 

When selling property, a key decision for DoL is how it funds the cost of preparing property 
for sale. DoL can use the LASP divestment fund for this purpose or it can sell the property to 
LandCorp or another state development agency. These agencies must then remove the 
impediments at their own cost, or reduce the sale price and pass the impediments onto the 
market or purchase the property at full market value, subject to agreed costs being 
reimbursed from the divestment fund. The final strategy decision is made during negotiations 
with DoL.  

The contamination of property is 1 impediment that cannot be passed on to the market. 
Contamination could include hazardous chemicals, asbestos or buried hospital waste. Under 
the Contaminated Sites Act 2003, the state cannot sell contaminated properties to the public, 
but rather must remove the hazard prior to sale.  

The divestment fund is available across government to recoup costs associated with 
preparing lands for sale. So, agencies who sell freehold property may access the divestment 
fund if it returns all sale proceeds directly to the consolidated account. This is the case in the 
majority of freehold land sales. Since 2009, agencies have been required by Cabinet to 
submit a compelling business case to retain some or all net sale proceeds from the sale of 
freehold land.  
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Public reporting needs improvement 

DoL makes considerable information about LASP publically available, but not important 
information about preparation costs and sale prices. This means that Parliament and the 
public do not have all the information they need to make informed decisions and judgements 
about LASP.  

DoL has a specific LASP website where it lists properties, but it has some weaknesses. The 
website categorises sites as being marketed for sale and the similarly named, being 
prepared for disposal as well as recently sold properties. It is not clear from the LASP 
website how the first 2 of these categories differ. Further, not every property in these 
categories is listed. Twenty-five of the 51 properties identified by DoL in 2015 are not 
included on the website. DoL could not explain why it has not listed these properties. There 
is no apparent difference between these properties and the 26 on the website. Properties 
range from half a hectare of unused land in Wagin to 4 hectares in Hall’s Creek to 21.5 
hectares in suburban Kensington. 

The LASP website also does not include:  

 the sale price of properties sold by DoL, the sale price of properties sold by other 
agencies and GTEs as well as the cost of preparing these properties for sale. 

 a full historical record – only sales since mid-2014 are shown.  

Making this information available would increase transparency about government property 
sales. DoL agrees in principle, but has not yet decided how it will make this information 
public. The LASP website would seem to be an appropriate place for such reporting.  

DoL also has not finalised how, when and what information it requires from agencies and 
other entities acting as its agent, which limits how transparent its current reporting can be. 
For example, LandCorp had complete information on the preparation costs for the Kaleeya 
site, but was not sure what particulars it had to report to DoL, or in what format.   

Use of sale proceeds 

A key aim for government from the LASP is to reduce state debt. All revenue from property 
sales must be paid into the consolidated account and can be used to help avoid new or to 
pay down existing debt. Treasury informed us that this linkage and tracking of land sales net 
revenue to debt will be reiterated in both the LASP accounting guidance and the LASP 
SAMF module. Treasury has also advised that as the LASP matures Treasury will be able to 
acquit property sale transactions by DoL and other agencies, against the amount paid into 
the consolidated account, and investigate any variances. 
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Appendix 1: First 20 properties selected by Cabinet 
for sale under the Land Asset Sales Program 

 

 

Site Address 
Approximate 

Area (m2) 

Claremont Oval 13 Davies Road, Claremont 1,800 

Department of Agriculture and 
Food Site, Forrestfield 

100 Bougainvillea Avenue, Forrestfield  133,000 

Department of Agriculture and 
Food Site, Medina 

Abercrombie Road, Postans 1,612,000 

Deaf School 53 Curtin Avenue, Cottesloe 19,000 

Kaleeya Hospital 15 Wolsely Rd, East Fremantle 11,000 

Public Transport Authority Lots 
420 and 421, Rockingham 

261 and 243 Mandurah Road, East 
Rockingham 

72,900 

Public Transport Authority Area 
C, Forrestfield 

777 Abernethy Road, Forrestfield 288,000 

Shenton Park Hospital 6 Selby Street, Shenton Park 157,800 

East Wanneroo Primary School 
Site  

500 Shaw Street, Wanneroo 16,600 

Fremantle Police Station 45 Henderson Street, Fremantle 7,100 

Industrial Foundation for 
Accident Prevention Site 

128 Farrington Road, North Lake 43,600 

Old Perth Girls School 
2 Wellington Street and 20 Bronte Street, 
Perth 

17,400 

Potato Marketing Corporation 
Headquarters 

Cockburn Road and Bull Road, North 
Coogee 

16,800 

Swan Districts Hospital 1 Eveline Road, Middle Swan  106,000 

Yirra Yaakin Theatre 65 Murray Street, Perth 850 

Department of Agriculture and 
Food Headquarters 

3 Baron Hay Court, South Perth 204,100 

Police Headquarters 2 Adelaide Terrace, East Perth 17,800 

Princess Margaret Hospital 
1 Roberts Road, 18 and 26 Cook Street, Lot 
17 Hamilton Street, 48 Thomas Street, 705 
and 707 Murray Street, Subiaco 

41,600 

East Perth Power Station 
11 and Lot 601 Summer Street and Lot 100 
East Parade, East Perth 

85,000 

Woodside Maternity Hospital 18 Dalgety Street, East Fremantle 10,000 

Total 2,862,350 

  



 

 

Auditor General’s Reports 

 

Report No. Reports 2016 Date Tabled 

3 Management of Government Concessions 16 March 2016 

2 Consumable Stock Management in Hospitals 24 February 2016 

1 
Health Department’s Procurement and Management of its 
Centralised Computing Services Contract 

17 February 2016 
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